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Introduction 



"The voices signal the approaching possibility of disaster. 

But, more important, they point out too that the antidote 

for Doomsday is quite within our reach if we will only 

stretch for it."1 

LOUDEN WAINWRIGHT 

"Henceforth, the laws to govern us must be the laws of 

ecology, not the laws of a selfdestructive laissez-faire 

economics. And what the laws of ecology say is that we, 

we fancy apes, are forever related to, forever responsible 

for this clean air, for this green, flowerdecked, and 

fragile earth."^ 

HUGH H. ILTIS 

Ecology as a science is relatively recent. It has emerged 

as a field of study only in the last thirty years, growing 

with the deepening of the environmental crisis, and perhaps 

profiting in some degree from the development of the 

systems theory. 

There is no specifically human ecology- There is only 

one ecology, and man is part of it - properly as member, 

too often as destroyer, ultimately as victim. 



Since there is no instance in history of an advanced 

technology reversing itself, one has to assume that the 

new primitivism is not the answer, that the answer is 

control and direction of our awesome power over nature and 

the control of our own numbers. We are a weed species. 

That in itself is a revolutionary perception, and the 

beginning of wisdom.' 

WALLACE STEGNER 

"You can't be serious about the environment without being 

a revolutionary. You have to be willing to restructure 

society. 

GARY SNYDER 

"Ecology is more revolutionary in its implications than 

either civil rights or peace. Made a guiding priniciple 

in our affairs, it would turn our society upside down, 

questioning its aims, assumptions, and methods, alter its 

mentality, overthrow its gods. And possibly save it from 

itself."^ 

WALLACE STEGNER 



"Life is an experimental form of surface chemistry; is 

happens only where earth and water meet air and sunlight. 

It is a borderline creation, like the frost of dawn, and 

may last no longer than frost does, by space time." 

ERNEST BRAUN AND DAVID CAVAGNARO 

Mankind must become aware of the value of the surAH-val of nature and of the 

value of reestablishing the natural environment to the delicate balance of a self-

sufficient ecosystem. Present trends are an indication that man cannot coexist 

with nature's pyramid, therefore man is responsible for the existence of the 

endangered species. 



1- Earthscape A Manual of Environmental Planning 
by John Ormsbee Simonds p. 9 
published by M<̂ Graw Hill 1978 
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The j u s t i f i c a t i o n of a zoo i s brought about by man's i n a b i l i t y t o coex i s t 

w i t h n a t u r e ' s e n t i r e h i e r a r c h i c a l pyramid. I t seems t o d a t e , t he only e f f e c t i v e 

method for p r e s e r v i n g our endangered w i l d l i f e i s through c a p t i v e b r e e d i n g . 

Zoo 's have evolved through the ages from Queen H a t s h e p s u t ' s e x o t i c c o l l e c t i o n i n 

1490 B.C. i n Egypt and the Chinese Emperor Wen Wang in h i s Garden of I n t e l l i g e n c e 

i n 1000 B.C. The Greeks had menageries of e l a b o r a t e p r o p o r t i o n as far back as 300 

B.C. With t he r i s e of the Roman Empire came a memorable e ra of w i l d l i f e husbandry. 

The games a t the Collesium were succes s fu l i n ex te rmina t ing huge expances of e x o t i c 

fauna. Toward the end of the 500 year e r a of the Empire, exped i t i ons would extend 

much f u r t h e r to cap ture the w i l d l i f e needed t o s a t i s f y the a p p e t i t e of the games. 

Medievi l t imes brought t o Europe t r a v e l i n g menageries as wi ld bea s t s ide shows. 

Needless t o say the menagerie owner and opera to r gave l i t t l e a t t e n t i o n t o h i s 

c o l l e c t i o n as they were no more than inmates of a t r a v e l i n g p r i s o n only to be viewed 

upon as savage b e a s t s , sometimes v i c t i m to b e a r - b a i t or l i o n - b a i t , l i t t l e change 

from the Collesium s l a u g h t e r . In the V ic to r i an age , b e a r - b a i t i n g died out through 

I l l e g a l i t y and s e v e r a l e x o t i c c o l l e c t i o n s appeared around Europe. Although a s t ep 

up from the p receed ing e r a , the zoo of the V i c t o r i a n s t y l e was s u i t e d more t o t he 

comfort and convenience of t he observer r a t h e r than the o b s e r v e e . i ' ' 

Zoo b io logy and s t anda rds were improved i n g rea t s t r i d e s by the exper iments of 

a German, Car l Hagenbeck, dur ing the l a t e r p a r t of the 1800 ' s . His f a t h e r had been 



an animal dealer into which Carl was first initiated. Carl's education and exper

tise in animal husbandry was more or less self taught through capturing animals in 

the wild, to transporting and delivery. He was somewhat disturbed upon reaching the 

destination seeing the animals incarcerated as though they were criminals. This 

system seemed a derivative of stupidity and little else. A certain portion of the 

animals he delivered found their way to the training arenas of the circus. Trainers 

of the day used methods of pain infliction to gain the animal's submissable respect. 

Hagenbeck was involved in experiments involving alternative theories to animal 

husbandry and training. In 1902 he purchased some land at Stellingen, Germany. On 

this property he was to establish his dream zoo. These are the words of Carl Hagenbeck: 

"Now at last I was in a position to cary out my longnursed 

project of founding a Zoological Park of a totally diff

erent kind from anything that had been before attempted. 

I desired, above all things, to give the animals the max

imum amount of liberty- I wished to exhibit them not as 

captives, confined within narrow spaces, and looked at 

between bars, but as free to wander from place to place 

within as large limits as possible, and with no bars to 

obstruct the view and serve as a reminder of captivity. I 

wish also to show what could be accomplished in the way of 

acclimatization. I desired to refute the prevailing notion 



that luxurious and expensive houses with complicated 

heating apparatus were necessary for keeping wild animals 

alive and healthy. I hope to show that far more better 

results could be obtained when they were kept in the 

fresh air and allowed to grow accustomed to the climate. 

I wish my new park to be a great and enduring example 

of the benefits that can be wrought by giving the animals 

as much freedom and placing them in as natural an enviran-

metit as possible." 

With this new and much improved concept at hand, Hagenbeck and Swiss architect 

Eggenschwilt set to make the dream a reality. On May 7, 1907 the gates opened and 

park visitors saw wild sheep, chamois, and ibex on their artificial mountains. Lions 

and tigers each in their respective glens, but removed from the on lookers by a 

carefully concealed moat. Trees were creatively placed to separate one continental 

habitat from another. This was, at the time, the world's most advanced and magnificent 

3 ?' zoo.-* 

Marwell Zoological Park in Hampshire, England has been a more recent successful 

endeavor by park owner and keeper John Knowles. A very gifted business man, he 

directed his wealth toward the establishment of this zoo, and acquired a collection 

of some of the most rare and beautiful animals in the world. At present he has 150 



acres of development, open to the public, accommodating some 53 species of mammals 

and 28 species of birds. The collection is general in a sense with a specialization 

in big cats and undulates. He has had excellent success with his breeding program 

which he believes is partially because of keeping larger herds. The zoo is not a 

major architectural achievement. The wooded park has located on it a grand old 

Manor House and a traditional "cattle house" style wildlife facilities. The timber 

structures seem more applicable to the undulates kept there than a concrete system. 

It allows more flexibility in dismantling for relocation or renovation. The warmth 

of the wood give a more pleasing aura for all involved. The cats are caged in 

imaginative environments that resemble as close as possible their native flora. 

The cages are extremely tall and don't inhibit the cats movement in any way. The 

park is set up in a zoogeographic arrangement which provides ease of an educational 

correlation of animals found in similar as well as diverse geographic locations. 

The success of the collection at Marwell Park lies in the basic philosophy of 

research and preservation, not in financial profit or architectural grandure. 

The Microcosmic Zoological Park in Tehran, Iran is a demonstration of what 

assets achievable can do. The microcosmic complex encompasses 741 acres of the 

total 2717 acre location and will cash out at $43 million. The designers, a U.S. 

firm of Wallace, M'̂ Harg, Roberts, and Todd, project a 1988 completion date for the 

complex. The park, to be called "Pardisan", encompasses three major components, a 



universal park, aquatic park, and a terrestrial park, that will direct the visitors 

toward this concept: "to understand man and know his environment." The Universal 

park includes a planetarium, observatory, museum of natural history, exhibition halls, 

and classrooms. The Aquatic park has in store outdoor pools to display oceanic and 

sea life, a' lake, administrative offices, and research facilities. The Terrestrial 

park will have an open land zoo for birds and animals, exhibit buildings, and a 

possible farm. The public function facilities will consist of a central bazaar with 

displays of the cultural adaptations of man through Architecture and open spaces. 

The whole project is to use systems of appropriate technology as the sewage will be 

used as irrigation and waste will be burned as energy. The success of the project, 

however, is going to be left in the hands of the administration of the park. The 

potential is there, if the park is ever completed, for a firm advancement in zoo 

biology-

The preceeding zoos give a relatively good solution to the problem of wild 

animals and their environment. One senses, through the investigation, that the 

twentieth century zoo has come some distance toward achieving the goal of preserving 

our endangered wildlife but the story is not yet complete and time is ever so short. 
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The Last Great Wild Beast Show 
by Bill Jordan and Stefan Ormrod pp. 19-40 
published by 
Constable and Company Ltd. 
London 1978 

2. 
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235-240 

5. "All is Here at Microcosmic Zoo - Park for Tehran" 
Landscape Architecture 
January 1974 pp. 58 and 60 
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Background 

The population of Lubbock shows increases from 1970 to 1980, however, the 

adjacent properties to the site have shown slight decreases. The property south of 

the site is zoned to medium density residential. The property southeast and east of 

the site is zoned for light to heavy industrial and retail. The property northeast 

of the site is zoned for single family living units and there exists a country club 

and state school for the mentally handicapped. The property north and west of the 

site is outside the city limits and is at this time farm land. The community facilities 

consist of: 7 hospitals, 1 newspaper, 11 radio stations, 4 television stations, 4 

libraries, 33 1st class hotel/motels, 72 parks totaling 3102 acres, 6 public pools, 

100 plus tennis courts, 12 indoor theatres, 5 outdoor theatres, 8 golf courses, 8 

youth centers, 7 community centers, Buffalo Springs Lake, Canyon Lakes, White River 

Lake (60 miles east), 4 country clubs, 240 plus churches, 11 banks, 5 Savings and 

Loans, Reese Air Force Base, 36 Elementary schools with enrollment of 16,548 students, 

8 Junior High Schools with enrollment of 6,683 students, 5 Senior High Schools with 

enrollment of 6,129 students; future expansion plans are for 4 new Elementary schools 

and 1 new Junior High School. Local colleges are: Texas Tech University with 

enrollment of 21,155 students, Lubbock Christian College with enrollment of 1,313 

students. South Plains College with enrollment of 710 students, and South Plains 

College at Levelland (30 miles west of Lubbock).! 
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The local government consist of: the city manager, city council, police, 

sheriff, department of public safety, and fire department. The fire department has 

10 stations with 279 men. Their equipment includes: pumpers, aerial ladders, 

snorkel truck, boosters, engines, and hose tenders. 

The local economy labor break down as such: county work force: S>tSA 102,810, 

county manufacturing - SMSA 11,980, county agriculture 9.06%, estimated potential 

labor supply consists of 135,582 of 64% of the total population. The agriculture 

breaks into: irrigated and dryland farms of cntton, corn silage, grain sorgum, and 

livestock, cattle and hogs.3 

Adjacent to the south boundary of the site is an archeological dig. This site, 

which is of international historical and archeological significance, was placed-in 

the National Register of Historic Places in 1971 and such became the first archeolo

gical site in the state of Texas to be so distinquished. Located within the confines 

of this site is a twenty foot wall of earth which portrays a stratified history of 

man for the past 12,000 years, or into the age of Mammoths. This portrayal is the 

only known place where a historical tracing of this nature exists.^ It seems only 

fitting that a facility to ensure animals from extinction should exist adjacently. 
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1. Economic Facts and Figures about Lubbock, Texas 

prepared by the Lubbock Chamber of Commerce 
and Board of City Development p. 9 and 11 

2. ibid p.11 

3. ibid p.12 

4. Regional Parks and Open Space Plan 
prepared for South Plains Association of Governments 
prepared by Clifford Cason and Associates Inc. 
Lubbock, Texas July 1972 p:25 
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GEOLOGY 

There is a close link between the geology and ecology of the site. This 

passage taken from Earthscapes explains this most delicate relationship: 

"Within the first few millimeters above and below the surface 

of the ground is a zone where earth, air, and water intermix 

in the presence of sunlight. Here miracles of chemistry, 

osmosis, transpiration, decay, transmutation and regeneration 

take place. It can be said that the health and comfort, as 

well as the food and water supply of the human race, are 

utterly dependent upon the workings within this fragile matrix. 

These in turn are largely dependent upon the presence of top-

soil and humus. 

It might be assumed therefore, that one of our greatest 

concerns would be the preservation of the subsoil deposits and 

topsoil film created over the centuries by the infinitely slow 

decomposition of bedrock. Yet few of our builders or lawmakers 

have the slightest sense of its value, and we watch every day 

as other acres of land are denuded and the precious supply of 

topsoil is buried or washed away." 

The area underlying geology is of rock and caliche at depths from O'-IO" to 
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20'-0" froLi the surfaces.- The sdi] type ra'iges from sandy to sandy lean to ela^ 

•5 

loam. The shrink swell potential is low.'̂  Wind erosion is a significant area 

problem, whereas, water erosion is less of an overall problem. The site, however, 

is a location of a major watershed tributary and therefore one must be cautious of 

a potential water erosion problem. Ground covers, both natural and introduced, 

stabilize the topsoil against erosion. "As a soil protector their function is 

much the same in all cases, for their roots, shoots, and tendrils, together with 

decaying leaves, twigs, and branches, form a tightly interlaced mat that absorbes 

and holds the water, allowing its percolation into the earth." This clarification 

is from Earthscapes. The soil permeability for the area is from 0.63" to 2,0" per 

hour.1 

The on site water ponding is negligible during normal conditions but a 

drainage tributary does approximately split the site where in times of precipitation 

runoff the tributary deposits water in reservoirs of the Canyon Lakes Project. 

The ground water of the area is provided by the Ogalla Formation. The average depth 
g 

from the soil surface is 100 feet with a saturated thickness of 50 feet. 

The topography for the site is somewhat different from the surrounding area. 

The area north and west of the site is High Plains, virtually flat terrain, but the 

site is a high to moderate relief topography.^ 
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CLIMATOLOGY 

The climate of the area is temperate to semi-arid. The coldest month of the 

year is January with an average temperature of 31.7''F. The hottest month is July 

with an average temperature of 81.1°F which is 21.2 higher than the annual average. 

The recorded maximum temperature is 107°F while the minimum is -16°F. The normal 

daily maximum for July is 92°F while the normal daily minimum for January is 

11 12 

25.4 F. The annual average number of days over 90° is 87 days. The growing 

season is 212 days long.-̂ -* The average temperature on a monthly basis is shown 

in Table 1-SA. The total number of heating degree days is 3578. The monthly 

heating degree days are shown on Table 2-SA. Table 3-SA shows the monthly average 

minimum and maximum temperature overlayed on a comfort zone of 68°F to S C F revealing 

that no heating or cooling is needed from late April to early June and from late 

August to early October. 

The average annual rainfall is 18.5" with the wettest month being May at 2.7" 

and the dryest month being January with .49". Table 4-SA shows the monthly 

average precipitation. 
1 c 

The annual average snowfall is 15.1"7 The average humidity levels are: 

midnight - 58%, 6:00 am - 70%, 9:00am - 63%, noon - 45%, 3:00pm - 36%, 6:00pm - 38%."̂ '̂  

The number of hours of sunshine is nine hours twenty minutes per day or an average of 
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77% sunshine. Table 5-SA shows the annual heat gain differences through vertical 

and horizontal glazing.^^ See Table 6-SA for the solar angles; altitude and bearing. 

This information is to be used for solar design, passive and or active. Table 7-SA 

is the monthly breakdown of prevailing winds (speed and direction). The arrow points 

with the wind. label 8-SA shows the fastest mile per hour wind by the month. 
22 

Table 9-SA lists the annual percentage frequency of wind by speed groups. 

Table 10-SA shows the annual humidity curves overlaying the comfort humidity zone 

revealing that significant amounts of humidity can be added to the air during the 

hot summer months to cool the air temperature while remaining within the comfort 
23 

humidity zone. Table 11-SA shows the day to night temperature differential. This 
24 

allows nighttime cooling in the hot summer months. 
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SUMMARY 

In summary of the climatic data, these points can be made; 

1. Add moisture to cool in the summer when it is too hot for comfort. 

2. Let the sunlight in when it is too cool for comfort. 

3. Protect from the sun when it is too hot for comfort. 

4. Protect against outdoor temperatures when it is too hot or too cool for comfort. 

5. Protect from the winter winds when it is too cool for comfort. 

6. Allow for natural ventilation when it is too hot for comfort. 

7. Flatten day to night temperature swings.''̂ -' 
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Activity Analysis Tasks Definitions 

Resting - nesting at will. Needed adjacency to playing. 

Grooming/Cleaning - washing and cleaning animal quarters and helping when mutual 

grooming is insufficient. 

Feeding/Drinking - scheduled diet with drinking at will (fresh water). Needed 

adjacency to food preparing and food storaging and resting. 

Food Preparing - scheduled before feeding. Needs adjacency to food storing and 

feeding. 

Food Storing - daily accessability and scheduled stocking. Needed adjacency 

food preparing. 

Excreting - animal defecation and urination at will. 

Playing - freedom of expression. Needed adjacency to drinking and viewing. 

Viewing - public and keeper/researcher observing animals. Need adjacency to 

playing and visual tie to resting and feeding/drinking. 

Securing - separation of animals with public, with other species, with other 

fighting animals of the same species. Protection of the animals from fire, flood, 

famine, freezing, other native species, and public. 

Checking Health - daily visual check by keeper/researcher. Periodic visits from 

veterinarian for boosters, etc. plus emergency calls. 

Mating - seasonal activity to have privacy from human presence. 
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Birthing - seasonal activity need adjacency to researching and nursing. 

Nursing - caring for newborn or ill animals. Need adjacency to researching 

and birthing. 

Parking - transfer activity from different movement scales. Need adjacency 

to entering and exiting. 

Changing Wardrobe/Hygiene - lockering for uniforms; showering; defecating and 

urinating. Needed adjacency to nursing, researching, food preparing. 

Researching - observing, studying, documenting, and testing the animal species. 

Cleaning/Waste disposing- removing animal waste twice daily; composting, burying. 

Eating/Breaking - scheduled eating of meals and refreshment breaks. Adjacency 

to nursing, researching, food preparing, and bookkeeping. 

Bookkeeping - buying, wages, communication. Needed adjacency to administering. 

Administering - legal, political, policy, managing, and communicating. 

Controlling/Securing - need adjacency to entering/exiting. 

Janitoring - daily cleanup after people. 

Touring - moving to and from observing/viewing. Needed adjacency to playing, 

hygiene, communicating, entering, exiting, and taking refreshment. 

Entering - moving from parking to other activities. Needed adjacency to controlling, 

Exiting - moving from other activities to parking. Needed adjacency to controlling. 
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Taking Refreshment - particularly for public refreshment. Needed adjacency to touring, 

Hygiene - needed adjacency to touring and taking refreshment. 

Communicating - visual and verbal dialogue about species and procedures. 
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Activity Analysis for Apes and Monkeys, Large Herbivors, Reptiles, IvFaterfowl, Birds 
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heavy symbol indicates 
a scheduled activity 

* see mating/birthing 
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Activity Analysis for Animal Mating / Birthing 

Animal 

Keeper 

* Depends on the season 

heavy symbol indicates 
a scheduled activity 
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Activity Analysis for the Keeper / Researcher 

heavy symbol indicate 
point loads of scheduled 
activities 
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Activity Analysis for the Public Visitor 
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Space Summary 

A. Apes and monkeys facility: 

Stalls - sleeping/feeding 

gorrilla 6 @ 135 s.f. ea. = 810 s.f. 

orangutan 4 @ 135 s.f. ea. = 540 s.f. 

chimpanzee 4 @ 135 s.f. ea. = 540 s.f. 

monkeys 4 species with 2 ea. = 8 @ 50 s.f. ea.= 400 s.f. 

Outside area - playing 

gorrilla 6 @ 1000 s.f. ea. = 6000 s.f. 

orangutan 4 (3 1000 s.f. ea. = 4000 s.f. 

chimpanzee 4 @ 1000 s.f. ea. = 4000 s.f. 

monkey 4 X 2 = 8 (3 500 s.f. ea. = 4000 s.f. 

Mating/birthing area - private 

gorrilla 1000 s.f. outside 1000 s.f. inside 

orangutan 1000 s.f. outside 1000 s.f. inside 

chimpanzee 1000 s.f. outside 1000 s.f. inside 

monkey- 500 s.f. outside 500 s.f. inside 

Holding cage - health and moving 

3 (a 6 ea. =18 s.f. 

Squeeze cage - health .1 (? 4 ea. = 4 s.f. 
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Keeper room/ researcher/ office lab 500 s.f. 

Kitchen 120 s.f. 

Nursery 500 s.f. 

Store room 500 s.f. 

Service corridor 6 ' wide 

Restrooms 3 fixtures ea. X 2 400 s.f. 

Visitor entry/ viewing/ exiting 150 (? 10 s.f. ea = 1500 s.f. 

Restroom 400 s.f. 

Janitor 80 s.f. 
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Space Summary 

B. Reptile and Amphibian facility2 

Tortoise winter quarters 10 (§ 42 s.f. ea. = 420 s.f. 

Tortoise yard 10 @ 360 s.f. ea. = 3600 s.f. 

Crocodilians land/pool 10 Q 160 s.f. ea. = 1600 s.f. 

Reptile - snakes, lizards, frog, turtles 25 units (3 200 s.f.= 5000 s.f. 

Kitchen - live food colonies, 

research/keeper room, office 1200 s.f. 

Restrooms 3 fixtures ea. 

men, women 400 s.f. 

Visitors - viewing/entry/exit 150 (§ 10 s.f. ea. = 1500 s.f. 

Public restroom 3 fixtures ea. 

men, women 400 s.f. 

Janitor 80 s.f. 



Space Summary 

C. Water fowlMvia ry^ 

Outdoor marsh a rea - n e s t i n g 60 (? 235 s . f . e a . = 14,100 s . f . 

Outdoor swamp a rea - n e s t i n g 80 @ 235 s . f . e a . = 18,800 s . f . 

Indoor s e r v i c e a rea / h o s p i t a l pens 600 s . f . 

Outdoor s e r v i c e 1900 s . f . 

Covered pens 500 s . f. 

V i s i t o r - e n t r y / v iewing/ e x i t 180 (? 10 s . f . ea . = 1800 s . f . 

T r o p i c a l b i r d space 100 @ 33 s . f . e a . = 3300 s . f . 

Asian j u n g l e b i r d 10 (3 22 s . f . ea . = 220 s . f . 

Temporate b i r d 25 @ 30 s . f . ea . = 760 s . f . 

K i t chen , ho ld ing a r e a , b r e e d e r / 

i n c u b a t i o n , r e s e a r c h e r / k e e p e r / o f f i c e 1200 s . f . 

Restrooms 3 f i x t u r e s e a . 

men, women 420 s . f . 

Visitor entry/ viewing/ exit 150 (3 10 s.f. ea. = 1500 s.f. 

Public restroom 3 fixtures ea. 

men, women 400 s.f. 

Janitor 80 s . f. 

34 
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Space Summary 

D. Big Herbivores 

Exhibition pens - public 

Rhinoceros 4 (a 200 s.f. ea. = 1600 s.f. 

Goats 6 @ 300 s.f. ea. = 1800 s.f. 

Sheep 6 (§ 300 s.f. ea. = 1800 s.f. 

Zebra 6 (3 375 s.f. ea. = 2250 s.f. 

Antelope 6 (3 375 s.f. ea. = 2250 s.f. 

Elephant 4 @ 400 s.f. ea. = 1600 s.f. 

Range pens - private 

Rhinoceros 4 (3 5 acres ea. = 2 0 acres 

Goats 6 (3 5 acres ea. = 30 acres 

Sheep 6 (3 5 acres ea. = 30 acres 

Zebra 6 @ 5 acres ea. = 30 acres 

Antelope 6 (§ 5 acres ea. = 30 acres 

Elephant 4 @ 5 acres ea. = 2 0 acres 

Squeeze pen 1 @ 80 s.f. ea. = 80 .s.f. 

Acclimatization Area 4 (3 125 s.f. ea. = 500 s.f. 

Storage 5300 s.f. 
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Keeper/ locker/ office/ researcher 2 @ 500 s.f. = 500 s.f. 

Nursery 500 s.f. 

Restrooms 3 fixtures ea. 

men, women 400 s.f. 

Visitor - entry/ viewing/ exit 150 @ 10 s.f. ea. = 1500 s.f. 

Public restrooms 3 fixtures ea. 

men, women 400 s.f. 

Janitor 80 s.f. 
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Space Summary 

E. Administration Spaces 

Executive office 150 s.f. 

Clearical offices 3 (?• 120's. f. - ea. = 360 s.f. 

Security office 120 s.f. 

Restrooms 3 fixtures ea. 

men, women 400 s.f. 

Snack area 200 s.f. 

Janitor 80 s.f. 

F. Support Spaces (mechanical, circulation, etc.) 10% of net s.f, 

Apes and Monkeys Facility 830 s.f. 

Reptile and Amphibian Facility 750 s.f. 

Waterfowl/Aviary Facility 700 s.f. 

Big Herbivores Facility 1000 s.f. 

G. Parking 

Staff 100 spaces (§ 300 s.f.ea. = 30,000 s.f. 

Visitor 250 spaces (3 300 s.f. ea. = 75,000 s.f. 
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H. Plaza 

Entry/Meeting 

At each Facility, 4 X 15,000 s.f. 

,30,000 s.f. 

60,000 s.f. 
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1. International Zoo Yearbook volume 16 

edited by P.J.S. Olney 
asst. editor Ruth Biegler, Pat Ellis 

"The Michael Sobell Pavilions for Apes and Monkeys" 
by John Toovey and Michael Brambell pp. 212-217 

2. International Zoo Yearbook volume 16 
edited by P.J.S. Olney 
asst. editor Ruth Biegler, Pat Ellis 

"The New Reptile Complex at Knoxville Zoo" 
J.R. Arnett pp. 210-211 

3. International Zoo Yearbook voliome 20 
edited by P.J.S. Olney 
asst. editor Ruth Biegler, Pat Ellis 

"The Waterfowl Exhibit at Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle" 
by Jon Charles Coe pp. 282-285 

4. International Zoo Yearbook volimie 17 
edited by P.J.S. Olney 
asst. editor Ruth Biegler, Pat Ellis 

"Denver Zoo's new Bird Exhibit" 
by Clayton F. Freiheit and Edward C. Schmitt pp. 222-225 

5. International Zoo Yearbook 
edited by Joseph Lucas and Nicole Duplaix-Hall 
asst. editor Ruth Biegler 

"Africanum - A New Exhibit for Africa Steppe Wildlife 
at Duisburg Zoo" 

by Wolfgang Gewalt pp. 86-88 



Detailed Space List 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: ,.Stalls for eating and resting for gorrilla, 

orangutan, chimpanzee, and monkeys. 

Locational: Adjacent to outdoor activity space, service ways, 

and separation spaces. 

Qualitative: The space should be furnished so that the animal 

could make full use of the volume not just the 

floor area. 

Quantitative: The ceiling height will be at least ll'O". 

Technical: The space will be separated from temperature and 

moisture adversities. 

The partitions will be full height. 

The ceiling, walls, and floor must be waterproof 

and nonabrasive. 

The floor will provide sure footing. 

The floor will provide positive drainage and 

catchment. 

The space will have a constant supply of fresh 

water, (automatic temperature). 

The HVAC will condition the space to 86 F max., 

68 F min., relative humidity not less than 65%, 
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fresh air at 20 cfm/ animal. 

The space will have 50 foot candles of illumination. 

The keeper and public are to have visual communica

tion with the space without the animal's 

awareness. 

Waste will be removed from the space twice daily. 

The animal will be fed twice daily. 
0 

The space will have both smoke and heat detection 

devices with automatic ventilation and egress 

to outdoor activity area. 

The space will have control devices within to 

allow animal manipulation. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Outdoor play areas for: gorrilla, orangutan, 

chimpanzee, monkeys. 

Locational: Adjacent to stalls and public viewing spaces. 

Qualitative: The space should be furnished so that the animal 

could make full use of the volume not just the 

floor area. 

Quantitative: Freedom of movement for 6 gorrillas, or 4 orangutans, 

or 4 chimpanzees. See space summary. (page31 ). 

Technical: The structure is to be light and airy. 

The space is to be open to the weather. 

The space is to be defined by barrier; wet and 

elect. 6 V. moats 13 feet wide by 13 feet deep, 

or by glass 38" thick. 

The floor is to be grass covered earth. 

Daylighting with area night lighting (security) 1 fc. 

The space will have a constant fresh water supply. 

(automatic temperature). 

The space will be cleaned (waste removal) twice daily-

Control devices will be placed between stalls and 

outdoor area to secure animals during daily cleaning, 

etc. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Holding cage for health, relocation, (temporary 

use) . 

Locational: Adjacent to research space, nursery, stalls. 

Qualitative:....Movable and attachable to other cages, stalls, etc. 

Quantitative:...See space summary for dimensions, (page 31). 

Technical: The ceiling, walls, and floor must be waterproof, 

nonabrasive, and durable. 

The floor will provide sure footing. 

In case of fire or smoke, automatic means of 

egress accessible to outdoor area. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Squeeze cage for health (temporary use) for apes 

and monkeys and large herbivors. 

Locational: Adjacent to nursery. 

Qualitative:....To facilitate an apparatus to detain the animal 

for safe handling. 

Quantitative:...See space summary for dimensions, (page 31)• 

Technical: The ceiling, walls, and floors must be waterproof, 

nonabrasive and durable. 

The floor will provide sure footing. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Tortoise winter quarters. 

Locational: Adjacent to tortoise outdoor activity space. 

Accessible to keeper's room/ research. 

Qualitative: Tortoise is inactive during winter months. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions, (page33 ). 

Technical: Weatherproof - cool and dry-

Full height partitions. 

Floor, ceiling, walls to be easily cleaned. 

Floor to provide positive footing. 

The floor to provide positive drainage and collection. 

HVAC to provide 20 cfm fresh air. 

Lighting to be 20 fc. 

Visual communication from space to researcher. 

Smoke and heat detection devices with automatic 

egression operation. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Tortoise outdoor activity space. 

Locational: Adjacent to the tortoise winter quarters. 

Adjacent to public viewing space. 

Qualitative: Open space with natural textures, hiding places, etc. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensional area, (page33 ). 

Technical: Encompased by boundaries such as a dry moat or 

partitions. See space summary for dimensions. 

Earth, sand, and grass floor surface. 

Constant fresh water supply at automatic temperature. 

Security control system. 

Lighting - daylight. 

Visual communication to the researcher. 
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Detailed Space List 

Fvmctional: Crocodilians - eating/ sleeping/ playing space. 

Locational: Adjacent to public viewing space. 

Accessible to keeper's room and kitchen. 

Qualitative: Open space with dry and wet zones. 

Hiding places for animals. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions. 

Technical: Open column free space. 

Closed to the cold winter weather. 

Open to the warm summer weather. 

Earth, grass, sand, water floor surface. 

HVAC: when closed 86 F maximum, 68 F minimum 

20 cfm/ person or animal. 

Lighting - daylight. 

Visual communication to the researcher. 

Waste collection - twice daily. 

Smoke and heat detection systems with automatic 

ventilation. 

Security control system. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Reptile display: snakes, lizards, frogs, and 

turtles. 

Locational: Adjacent to the public viewing space. 

Adjacent to the isolation space. 

Accessible to keeper space and kitchen. 

Qualitative: Provide natural textures and hiding places. 

Mob ile. 

Quantitative: Modules ranging from 42" X 36" X 36" to 180" X 

48" X 36". 

Technical: Closed environment. 

Each module is individually heated or air conditioned. 

Daylighting with 100 fc backup lighting. 

Visual communication to researchers. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Waterfowl swamp area and nesting islands. 

Waterfowl marsh area and nesting islands. 

Locational: Adjacent to public viewing and covered pens. 

Accessible to indoor and outdoor service areas. 

Qualitative: Open, light, and airy, allow for limited flight. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions. (page34 )• 

Technical: Open with water, plants, earth, etc. 

Visual communication with researchers. 

Security barriers to keep waterfowl specimens in 

and undesireables out. 

Fresh water supply. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Waterfowl covered pens. 

Locational: Adjacent to outdoor swamp and marsh areas. 

Accessible to indoor service areas and nursery. 

Qualitative: Open, light, protect from adverse weather. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions. (page34 ). 

Technical: Closed from weather. 

Furnish similar to outdoor spaces. 

HVAC: normal range. 

Daylighting with 100 fc backup lighting. 

Visual communication with researchers. 

Waste collected twice daily. 

Smoke and heat detection devices with automatic 

ventilation. 

Fresh water supply. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Aviary: tropical, jungle, temperate. 

Locational: Adjacent to public viewing space. 

Qualitative: Open, light, flight availability. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions, (page 34 ). 

Technical: Light structure, column free space. 

Weatherproof, ability to maintain comfort zone. 

Earth, plants, water as room finishes. 

HVAC: comfort parameters vary from zone to zone. 

Lighting - daylight with 100 fc backup lighting. 

Visual communication with researcher. 

Waste gathered daily. 

Fire protection by sprinklers. 

Smoke and heat detection system. 

Security system for public and exhibit separation. 

Fresh water supply (automatic temperature). 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Exhibition pens for rhinoceros, goats, sheep, 

zebra, antelope, elephant. 

Locational: Adjacent to the public viewing space. Accessible 

to kitchen, researcher, keeper. 

Qualitative: Aesthetically suitable for each species. Open, 

airy, and light. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions, (page 35 ). 

Technical: Structure - light weight. 

Removable weather protection. 

Moat barriers. See space summary for dimensions. 

(page ) . 

Earth and plants for floor. Rocks for climbing 

or hiding. 

Daylighting. 

Visual communication with researcher. 

Waste removed daily. 

Fire protection - sprinkler system. 

Smoke and heat detection system. 

Security control system. 

Fresh water supply (automatic temperature). 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Outdoor activity mating space. 

Locational: Isolated. 

Qualitative : Privacy. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions, (page 31 ). 

Technical: Moat enclosure or fencing. See space summary 

for dimensions. 

Visual communication with researcher. 

Security control system. 

Constant fresh water supply (automatic temperature 

control). 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Keeper room/ office bookkeeping/ researching. 

Locational: Adjacent to stalls, nursery, kitchen, storeroom, 

and service corridor. 

Qualitative: Delightful space with freedom from mundaneness but 

focus on the functional task at hand. 

Quantitative: Must contain information storage, apparatus 

(various) set up and storage, work surfaces 

(ample), ample circulation for keeper/researchers. 

Technical: Must be weatherproof with the ability to accommadate 

normal human comfort zones. 

The ceiling, floor, and walls should provide easy 

maintenance. 

The floor will provide sure footing. 

The floor will provide positive drainage and 

collection. 

The space will have a sink with hot and cold running 

water. 

The space will have screened locker facilities for 

male and female. 
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The fresh air supply will be 20 cfm per person. 

The minimum relative humidity is to be 30%. 

The lighting level will be at 100 fc. 

The space will be supplied with llOv., 60c. AC 

service. 

The space will have visual communication to all 

animal activities. 

Waste removal and cleanup will be conducted daily. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be provided. 

Security control systems will be provided. 

Refrigeration and incubation fixtures are required. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Kitchen for food preparation for the animal and 

diet research. 

Locational: Adjacent to stalls, keeper room. 

Qualitative:....Cleanliness. 

Quantitative:...Must contain information storage, apparatus (various) 

set up and storage, work surfaces (ample), ample 

circulation for keeper/researchers. 

Technical: Must be weatherproof with the ability to accommodate 

normal comfort zones. 

The ceiling, walls, and floor should provide easy 

maintenance. 

The floor will provide sure footing. 

The floor will provide positive drainage and 

collection. 

The space will have a sink with hot and cold 

running water. 

The space will have accessibility to the keeper 

room's lockering facilities. 

The fresh air supply will be 20 cfm. 
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The conditioned air will be of the normal comfort 

zone . 

The lighting level will be at 100 fc. 

The space will be supplied with llOv., 60c. AC service. 

Waste removal and cleanup will be conducted daily. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be provided. 

Security control systems will be provided. 

Refrigeration and cooking fixtures are required. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Nursing: caring for the health of the animals 

and the newborn, (apes and monkey, reptiles, 

waterfowl/aviary, herbivores.) 

Locational: Adjacent of other animal activity spaces and the 

keeper/researcher space, the holding cages and 

the squeeze cages where applicable. 

Qualitative : Sanitary-

Quantitative: Must contain information storage, apparatus (various) 

set up and storage, work surfaces (ample), ample 

circulation for keeper/researchers/veterinarians. 

Technical: Must be weatherproof with the ability to accommodate 

special animal comfort and rehabilitation zones. 

The ceiling, floor, and walls should provide easy 

maintenance. 

The floor will provide sure footing. 

The floor will provide positive drainage and 

collection. 

The space will have a sink with hot and cold running 

water. 
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The space will have accessibility to the keeper 

room's locker facilities. 

The fresh air supply will be 20 cfm per person/animal 

to be handled on a separate system for quaran

tine purposes. 

The relative humidity will be 65% minimum. 

The lighting level will be at 100 fc. 

The space will be supplied with llOv. 60c. AC 

service. 

Waste removal and cleanup will be conducted daily. 

Smoke and heat detector devices will be provided. 

Refrigeration and incubation fixtures are required. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Public viewing space, entering / \dewing / exiting. 

Locational: Visually accessible to outdoor play spaces. 

Qualitative: Good sight lines yet secure. 

No loss of orientation, educational (visual/audible). 

Spacious freedom of movement. 

Quantitative:.....150 persons capacity. 

Technical: Out of the weather. 

Security partitions that small children do not 

require lifting in order to see the exhibit. 

HVAC encompassing an expanded comfort zone since 

the public will be outside part of the time. 

20 cfm fresh air per person. 

Lighting to be daylight with 50 fc supplimental. 

Visual communications to the sleeping/feeding spaces 

without animal awareness. 

Smoke and heat detection devices are required. 

Security control systems are required to keep public 

separate from animals and research spaces. 

Signage and art for educational and exhibit 

enhancement. 

file:///dewing
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Office for administration activities and 

security activities. 

Locational: Adjacent to public activities at park entry. 

Qualitative: The space should be delightful, light, and 

open. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions, (page 37). 

Technical: Must be weatherproof with the ability to 

accommodate normal human comfort zones. 

The finishes will be of moderate sound absorbing 

nature. 

The space will have plumbing facilities for 

a small coffee bar. Hot and cold running water. 

The fresh air supply will be 20 cfm per person. 

The minimum humidity level will be 30%. 

The space will be supplied with llOv., 60c, AC service, 

The lighting level will be 100 fc. 

The space will have visual communication with all 

public spaces. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be provided. 

Security control systems will be provided. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Snack area for eating brown bag meals and ̂  

refreshments (vending). 

Locational: Adjacent to public collection (entry) space. 
Qualitative: Delightful, light, open. 

Optional closed or open to the weather. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions (page 37). 

Vending to accommodate 6 machines. 

Technical: Finishes will be durable and provide easy 

maintenance, clean up, etc. 

Daylighting with backup lighting of 50 fc. 

The fresh air supply (during closed conditions) 

will be at 20 cfm per person. 

The space will be supplied with llOv., 60c. AC 

service. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be provided. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Restrooms: men and women, for staff or public. 

Locational: Adjacent to catchment areas (public). 

Adjacent to lockering facilities (keeper). 

Qualitative: Clean, easy maintenance. 

Quantitative: Per restroom: 

Men - 2 water closets, 2 lavatories, 3 urinals, 1 

handicap water closet, 1 handicap lavatory. 

Women - 3 water closets, 2 lavatories, 1 handicap 

water closet, 1 handicap lavatory. 

Technical: Weatherproof with capability to maintain within 

normal human comfort zone. 

Enclosing partition for water closets with grab 

bars in handicap stall. 

Screen partition for urinals. 

Walls and floor will be easily cleaned. 

Floors will have positive drainage and collection. 

The HVAC will operate at normal comfort zone with 

cfm fresh air. 
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Lighting level will be a 30 fc. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be 

provided. 

Signs indicating to which restroom goes which sex. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Janitor space. 

Locational: Accessible to public spaces and keeper/researcher 

spaces. 

Qualitative: 

Quantitative: To contain storage for cleaning supplies, equip

ment, etc. 

Technical: Cool and dry. 

Floor with positive drainage and collection. 

Lighting level to be 50 fc. 

Smoke and hea t d e t e c t i o n devices are r e q u i r e d . 

Security control system required. 

Mop sink required with hot and cold running water. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Storeroom for food and supplies storage. 

Locational: Adjacent to keeper room and kitchen and accessible 

to nursery and service way. 

Qualitative:....Good ventilation. Provide storage in an organized 

accessible manner. 

Quantitative:...See space summary for dimensions. 

Technical: Warehouse floor loading. 

Dry cool space. 

Lighting at 50 fc. 

Smoke and heat detection devices. 

Security control systems. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Service corridor providing movement from animal 

spaces to keeper activity spaces. 

Locational: Adjacent to keeper room, holding cages, stalls, 

outdoor activity space, kitchen, nursery-

Qualitative :....Delightful. 

Quantitative:...See space summary for dimensions, (page 32). 

Technical: The service corridor space should be weatherproof 

however, no heating or air conditioning may be 

required but ventilation will be necessary at 40 

cfm fresh air. 

The ceiling, walls, and floor will provide easy 

cleaning. 

The floor will provide positive drainage and collection, 

The lighting level will be 50 fc. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be provided. 

Security control devices will be provided. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Mechanical equipment space. 

Locational: Adjacent to space to be supplied. 

Qualitative: 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions (page37 ). 

Technical: Provide with llOv., 60c. AC and 220v., 60c. 

AC service. 

Provide illumination level of 50 fc. 

Smoke and heat detection devices will be provided. 

Combustion ventilation will be provided as 

required. 

Security control system will be provided. 

Interior finishes will provide easy maintenance. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Plaza for people collecting. 

Locational: Adjacent or convieniently accessible to 

facility viewing spaces. 

Qualitative: Open, Landscaped, Delightful 

Aesthetically appropriate. 

Quantitative: See space summary for dimensions (page 38). 

Technical: Finishes to be durable and provide easy 

maintenance. 

Provide adequate trash recepticles. 

Provide a variety of space scales. 

Provide security consideration. 
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Detailed Space List 

Functional: Automobile parking. 

Locational: Accessible to and from Loop 289 frontage road. 

Adjacent to park entry. 

Qualitative: 15% landscaped. 

Unobtrusive and delightful. 

Broken up, yet functional. 

Quantitative: See space summary for actual automobile square 

footages (page 37). 

Technical: Illumination level at night to be 1 fc. 

Provide positive drainage to storm sewer collecting. 

Material used is to be both economical and low 

maintenance. 



Systems Performance Criteria 
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Systems Performance Criteria 

Structural foundations will be subject to test borings and shall provide positive 

support. 

The floors on grade will be of a durable nature providing ease in maintenance and 

aesthetically appropriate by space. They will be structurally sound as required 

by code. 

The super structure will be dictated as noted by the detailed space lists. It 

will be structurally sound as required by code. The super structure at'-every" 

instance must provide flexibility for possible facility changes. 

The roofing must be weatherproof, low maintenance, and cost efficient. If it is 

visible to the public it must be aesthetically appropriate. 

The exterior walls will be durable in nature and aesthetically appropriate. The 

composition of the walls will comply with the code. The walls must provide 

flexibility for future changes. 

The partitions will be durable in nature and aesthetically appropriate. The 

composition of the walls will comply with the code. The walls must provide 

flexibility for future changes. 
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The ceiling finishes will be as noted in the detailed space lists. They will be 

aesthetically appropriate as well as flexible to change. They shall abide in 

composition by all governing codes. 

The structural, HVAC, plumbing, and electrical will conform to the Uniform Building 

Code, Lubbock city ordinances, and or any pending codes or ordinances required. 

The mechanical air systems will perform as noted on the detailed space lists. 

They will operate cleanly and efficiently using economical fuels. The systems 

must be separate between the public, animal, and nursery spaces to reduce the 

chance spread of infectious communicable diseases. 



Cost Estimate 
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Building Construction Cost Estimate Taken for Medium Costs 

offices $42 per s.f. 
laboritories $76 per s.f. 
terminal $40 per s.f. 
outdoor $ 5 per s.f. 

indoor @ $40 per s.f. 7600 s.f. $304,000 
outdoor @ $ 5 per s.f. 21,500 s.f. $107,500 
visitor @ $40 per s.f. 1500 s.f. $ 60,000 
laboritory @ $76 per s.f. 1120 s.f. $ 85,120 

31,720 s.f. $556,620 

$17.5 per s.f. estimate 
$15.3 per s.f. case study 

B. indoor Q $40 per s.f. 8650 s.f. $346,000 
outdoor @ $ 5 per s.f. 1600 s.f. $ 8,000 
visitor (3 $40 per s.f. 1500 s.f. $ 60,000 
laboritory (3 $76 per s.f. 1200 s.f. $ 91,200 

12,950 s.f. %505,200 

$39 per s.f. estimate 
no case study estimate 

indoor (3 $40 per s.f. 6280 s.f. $251,200 
outdoor (3 $ 5 per s.f. 34,800 s.f. $174,000 
visitor @ $40 per s.f. 3300 s.f. $132,000 
laboratory @ $76 per s.f. 1200 s.f. $ 91,200 

45,580 s.f. $648,400 

$14.2 per s.f. estimate 
$21 per s.f. case study 
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D. indoor @ $40 per s.f. $17,480 s.f. $699,200 

outdoor @ $ 5 per s.f 500 s.f. $ 2500 
visitor @ $40 per s.f. 1500 s.f. $ 60,000 
laboratory (3 $76 per s.f. 1000 s.f. $ 76,000 

20,480 s.f. $837,700 

$41 per s.f. estimate 
no case study figure 

E. offices (3 $42 per s.f. 630 s.f. $ 26,460 
support @ $40 per s.f. 480 s.f. $ 19,200 
snack area @ $40 per s.f. 200 s.f. $ 8,000 

1310 s.f. $ 53,660 

$41 per s.f. estimate 

G. parking @ $3.5 per s.f. 105,000 s.f. $367,500 

H. plaza (3 $5 per s.f. 90,000 s.f. $450,000 

total $3,419,000 

Lubbock factor .90 
$3,077,172 



Environmental Impact Evaluation 



A. Climate 

B. Air Qua l i t y 

C. Acous t ic Levels 

D. Water Qua l i ty 

E. Groundwater/Aquifers 

Environmental Impact Eva lua t ion 

E x i s t i n g Condit ions 

Semi-ar id 

Low l e v e l automobile and l i g h t i ndus 

t r i a l ; p o l l u t a n t s , but c l e a r 

Automobile no ise - low - medium 

I n d u s t r i a l equipment - very low 

No e x i s t i n g water 

Ogalla aqu i fe r 
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Pro jec t Impact 

O 

+ 

F. J>oil/Geology Sandy loam with rock outcropping -i-

G. Terrestrial Ecology Burroughing animals, natural semi-arid 

vegetation, predator birds, field birds 

H. Land Use Open country use by d i r t b i k e r s and 4 

whee l -dr ive v e h i c l e s 

+ 

I . Socio-Economic Fac to r s The land i s a t p resen t s e rv ing very few 

people 

+ 

J. Aesthetics Natural appearance with city as backdrop. 

Some obvious abuse 

K. Historical/Archeological Archeological dig at south end of site 

L. Public Service Used now by very few for recreational 

-f 

+ 

purposes 



Project Summary 
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Lubbock, Texas is a good location for a facility of this nature. The climate 

is not extreme thus allowing the animals outside accessibilty year round. The 

site is easily accessible to Loop 289 which connects all major routes into or out of 

Lubbock. The site is located on the edge of the city thus allowing expansion to 

take place. The facility can be aided and can give aid to the educational system 

of the region. The project will aid in further protecting our endangered species 

by it being one of a chain of like facilities dispersed across the world. This 

guarding against a catastrophic loss in our endangered species population from a 

major disaster. This type system does promote a problem of inbreeding in the small 

groups but this can be resolved by possible artificial insemination or transfer of 

the animals from facility to facility. 

This project is only one step toward reintroducing the animals back into a 

protected natural environment. 
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Table 1-SA Table 2-SA 

Average Monthly Temp. 

January 25 
February 26 
March 27 
April ' ' ' " 37 
May 49 
June 5^ 
July 61 
August 60 
September 55 
October 45 
November 31 
December 24 

Monthly-.He at ing Degree Days 

January 800 
Feb r uary 613 
March 484 
April 201 
May 31 
June 0 
July 0 
August 0 
September 18 
October 174 
November 513 
December 744 

T a b l e 3-SA 

0 
'f JAN. FEB. MAR APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT 

RA.N'GE OF COMFORTABLE TEMPERATURE 

AFTERNOON MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 

AVE.RAGE DAILY TEMPERATURE 

— & MORNING MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 

t:" "-'- COMFORTABLE PERIODS IN THE YEAR BASED ON TEMPERATURE 

NOV DEC 



Table 4-SA 

Average Annual P r e c i p i t a t i o n 

January 49 
February 64 
March. .'. 86 
A p r i l 1.24 
May 2.7 
June 2.58 
Ju ly 2.18 
August 2.05 
September 2.52 
October 2 .03 
November 61 
December 6 

Table 5-SA 

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY PLUS SOLAR HEAT GAIN 
(increases comfortable periods) 

2500 
2250 
2000 
1750 
T500 
1250 
1000 i 
750 
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T a b l e 6-SA 

m o n t h / d a y 

December 21 

J a n u a r y 21 

November 21 

F e b r u a r y 21 

O c t o b e r 21 

March 21 

Sep tember 21 

A p r i l 21 

Augus t 21 

SUN ANGLES FOR 

t ime 

8:00 am 

12:00 pm 

4 : 0 0 pm 

8:00 am 

12:00 pm 

4 :00 pm 

8:00 am 

12:00 pm 

4 :00 pm 

8:00 am 

12:00 pm 

4 : 0 0 pm 

8:00 am 

12:00 pm 

4 : 0 0 pm 

LUBBOCK, TEXAS 

a l t i t u d e 

10 

34 

10 

15 

38 

15 

18 

47 

18 

24 

58 

24 

32 

70 

32 

b e a r i n g 

54° E a s t of South 

due South 

54*^ West of South 

56*" E a s t of South 

due South 

56° West of South 

6 3 ° E a s t of South 

due South 

6 3 ° West of South 

73° E a s t of South 

due South 

73° West of South 

8 4 ° E a s t of Sou th 

due South 

8 4 " West of Sou th 



T a b l e 6-SA c o n t . 

^^y 21 8:00 am 35 93° E a s t of South 

"^""^y 21 12:00 pm 78 due South 

^=00 pm 35 9 3 ^ West of South 

•^""^ 21 8:00 am 37 9 7 ° E a s t of South 

12:00 pm 82 due South 

^ : 0 0 am 37 9 7 ° West of South 



Table 7-SA 

Prevailing Winds (speed and direction). north average 

January 13 
February 15 
March 17 
April 16 
May 15 
June 15 
July 12 
Angus t 11 
September 12 
October 12 
November 13 
December 14 

Table 8-SA 

Highest Recorded Monthly Wind-m.p.h. 

January 53 
February 58 
March 69 
April 58 
May 70 
June 63 
July 64 
August ^6 
September ^5 
October 65 
November 59 
December 58 



T a b l e 9-SA 

The Annual P e r c e n t a g e F requency of Wind by Speed Groups 

0 - 3 mph 4% 

4-7 raph 11% 
8-12 mph 33% 
13-18 mph 34% 
19-24 mph 13% 
2 5 - 3 1 mph 5% 
32-38 mph 1% 

Tab le 10-SA 

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY PLUS MORE HUMIDITY 
(increases comfortable periods) 
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T a b l e 11-SA 

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY PLUS DAY-TO-NIGHT 
TEMPERATURE SHIFTS (increases comfortable periods) 
•:o 
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Figure 1 



Figure 2 



LEGEND 



I. Design from progrartrning 

A. Case studies were a big influence. 

B. I gained a personal conviction to conceive a better design» 

II. Design initiation 

A. For this project "Form Follows Function" approach does not corarnunicate 

properly. 

B. Design proceedure was influenced by ray professors hand out. Design 

Processes by Bill Stewart. 

1, Definitions of design processes 

a,. Location of ray current level of design processes (narrow band/ 

skip band) 

b. Choosing a better, more challenging design process, (broad band) 

2. Discussion and clarification of the hand out. 

C. Taking a futurist point of view (most difficult), the broad band 

design process was the best route to take. 

J. One must be careful classifying a design goal of futurist. 

a. Do not get caught up in the media borabardraent of future such as 

star wars, s'uper power, etc. 

b. One must be aware of the poor design decisions that we new inake 

based on the values, character, and motivations of our society 

today. 

c. With those obstacles in view, one then looks beyond to what the 

design could be if the design decisions were made under a better 

set of values, character, and motivations of sane future society. 

III. Design character/imagery 

A. Using a sketch technique I put down, in perspective sketches, ray 

thoughts and dreams of the initial preconceptions that I had about 



^- ^ tried to capture in a literal sense the conscious and subconscious 

iraagery, magic, and wonder that this design needed. 

1. So much of the time this element is non-exestent in our design 

thought process. Once we solve our functional relationships then 

we try to draw an iraage from the function. 

2. This is a hit or miss method, I believe. Through personal observation 

with people I find that too much of the time the environment 

around them does little to stiitiulate their attitudes. Their thought 

is generally a building is a building and it is either good or bad. 

3. Functional relationships, however, are a very impoirtant element 

in the design but they all too often become the only consideration. 

C, I decided wy design should be an analogy of nature. I wanted to move 

and enthuse people toward the purpose of the facility. 

D, I took each of the facilities separately and designed as though it 

singulaorly- was the best it could be. 

J , Mr. Stewart cautioned me at times on the literalness at which the 

design had taken. 

2. But, he also counselled me toward working the five separate facilities 

into a fine ccnposition. 

a. Prior to this I had viewed design cortposition in threes to be 

ideal. 

b. If the composition did have more than three elements then I 

believed a hierarchial approach to be most appropriate. 

c. I did not let these biases sway it̂  compositional designing of the 

overall project and I feel very strongly that the finished 

ccnposition was most successful and strong. 



A. Bubble relationships. 

B. Union of Function and Imagery. 

V. Reinforcement of the design issues . The general ej^aerience. 

A. Symbolism. 

B. Scale. 

C. Texture, value, color, chroma, aroma, sounds. 

D. Time. 

E. Conceptualizing the technical aspects of the project. 

3 . Structural 

2. jyjechanical 

F. Subtlies and forward design elements. 

'VI. Design value of each facility. 

A. Administration: central computer facility symbolizes the world and 

is interconnected to an inteimational network of information. The 

executive offices, information and park security radiate knowledge 

out into the park and also bring in the information gained by the park 

to the central CQtrputer node. 

B, The Reptile and Arnphibian facility: placing the researchers, visiting 

public, and animals all in a teinrarium. 

C, The ?^pe and Monkey facility: offering a more advanced image than the 

reptile facility thus illustrating the higher life form. The animals 

have the utmost freedcra. 

D, Large herbivores: the massive smooth flowing lines. The utmost in 

animal freedom. The visiting public can see the animals from up 

ciose to far away as in nature. 



provided to house them. The visiting public views the birds fran 

the ground and the trees. 

F. Archeological dig permanent rock interface, relief carvings, timeless. 

VIT, Total design value. 

A, The arrangement of the site allows a logical movement tlirough the 

paork for the initial visitor but offers some variety of routes to 

be chosen by the repeat visitor. 

B, The intensity of pattern and color of the paving to identify 

pedestrian movement patterns and tenpos. 

C, Publix: involvement with the facility as a whole and as it operates. 

D, The function of the facility is tenporary. Thus, to reinforce this, 

the b-uilding materials are tertporary, mechanical systems are tearporary, 

etc, 

VITIM Conclusion 

The utmost goal is to direct the populations attention to the beauty 

and fragility of the natioral systans that are being saved through this 

facility. I believe the design is a success because of the interaction 

acheived between the public, keepers/researchers and the animals. The 

keepers/researchers can do their job gaining and relaying knowledge 

about the animals. The aniraals can continue to propagate and exist mtil 

the^ natural state can be resumed. The visiting public can watch 

â Li of this happening and feel and be a part of it all. 


